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1 Executive Summary
In this deliverable we describe the final automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems that we
created for the ELITR speech translation system.
In Section 2 we describe our work. In the subsections 2.1 and 2.2 we address tasks T2.1
(Robustness of Acoustic Model) and T2.2 (Unsupervised / Semi-Supervised Adaptation of Language Models), respectively. We developed an online low-latency automatic speech recognition
system with super-human performance. Furthermore, we investigated multilingual ASR systems. In subsection 2.3 we address tasks T2.2 (Unsupervised / Semi-Supervised Adaptation of
Language Models) and T2.3 (Life-Long Learning during Deployment). We started with one of
our high performance ASR systems and developed a system which is able to adapt itself with
little data to new domains and new words.
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2 Types of systems investigated
2.1 Super-human performance speech recognition
For many decades, researchers have worked on increasingly difficult tasks in order to achieve
superhuman capability in speech recognition. We present a system ? that achieves superhuman
performance, i.e. a WER of 5.0 % on the Switchboard conversational benchmark, with a wordbased latency of less than one second behind a speaker’s speech. The system combines attentionbased encoder-decoder networks with a novel low-latency incremental inference method.
In this work, we examined the delay that users experience while interacting with an online
speech recognition system and suggest a method for measuring it using two distinct terms:
computation latency and confidence latency. While computation latency represents the standard
real-time factor (RTF), confidence latency is the amount of time required for an online recognizer
to confidently decide its output. We demonstrate that with the support of modern computer
hardware (such as GPUs), the computation latency of S2S models is reasonably minimal (even
for large models), however the confidence latency is a more crucial criteria that we completely
address for the first time. For optimizing confidence latency, we considered online processing of
S2S models as an incremental speech recognition problem. We proposed an incremental inference
approach with two stability detection methods to convert an S2S model to be used in online
speech recognition and to allow to trade-off between latency and accuracy. Our experimental
results show that it is possible to use a popular Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) or selfattention based S2S ASR model for streaming speech recognition
without any model modification. With a delay of 1.8 seconds in all output elements, all the
experimental models retain their state-of-the-art performance when performing offline inference.
On the Switchboard benchmark, our best online system, which effectively utilizes three S2S
models in a low-latency way, achieves a word-error-rate (WER) of 5.0 %. This online accuracy
is, to the best of our knowledge, on par with state-of-the-art offline performance. We also
show that human performance may be achieved while delivering output with extremely low
latency. An incremental inference and a stability detection are two important components of
our approach.
Incremental Inference: The incremental inference component waits for a chunk of acoustic
frames to arrive with a predetermined duration before sending them to the inference
component. The inference component needs to accumulate all the chunks received so far
and extend the current stable hypothesis to produce a set of new unstable hypotheses.
This unstable set is then sent to the stability detection component, which uses it to find
a longer stable hypothesis. Because the detection of stability is handled individually, we
may use different models for inference to increase identification accuracy. S2S models
with various architectures or language models trained on various text sources might be
involved. Using the ensemble approach, all of these models could be evenly combined.
Stability Detection: We investigate a combination of two stability detection conditions for
incremental S2S speech recognition: shared prefix in all hypotheses and best-ranked prefix
with reliable endpoint. First condition happens when all the active hypotheses in the
beam-search share the same prefix. In the second condition, we follow the approach in ?
for the estimation of a prefix endpoint. After that, we can cut out the part of audio with
a stable hypothesis, consider the remain part of audio as input to be to fed to our model.
We also participated with this system (see at ?) in the Offline Speech Translation Task
for IWSLT 2021. The ensemble of LSTM-based and Conformer-based sequence-to-sequence
model provider the best results, which are 2.4 and 3.9 WERs for Libri and TED-LIUM test sets
respectively.
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2.2 Multilingual end-to-end Sequence-to-sequence ASR
Since our speech recognition system reached a super-human performance in English, we expanded our model to include a variety of languages. End-to-end multilingual speech recognition
entails training a single model on a compositional speech corpus including several languages,
culminating in a single neural network capable of transcribing multiple languages. It is feasible
to use a single neural network to capture common characteristics across various datasets of
different languages. This strategy has been widely utilized to assist under-resourced languages
in gaining knowledge from their richer counterparts.
Because each language in the training data has its own characteristics, the shared network
may struggle to optimize for all of them at the same time. We present a novel multilingual
architecture that focuses on the core operation in neural networks: linear transformation functions. We propose a multilingual architecture that utilizes a factorization approach that is
both efficient and scalable with the number of languages involved ?. Furthermore, as long
as matrix-vector multiplication is the dominant operation, this approach may be used to any
neural design. The method’s main concept is to assign fast weight matrices for each language
by decomposing each weight matrix apart into a shared component and a language-dependent
component. The latter is then factorized into vectors using rank-1 assumptions to reduce the
amount of parameters per language, allowing us to use the original low-latency network’s optimized implementation, which reduces our approach’s the computational cost. This approach
has been tested on two widely used architectures: Long Short-Term Memories (LSTM) and
Transformers which indicate that weight factorization can help both types of networks in multilingual ASR. In two multilingual settings with 7 and 27 languages, this efficient factorization
approach reduced word error rates by 26% and 27%, respectively.

2.3 Domain Adaptation / New Word Adaptation
As described above, neural sequence-to-sequence systems deliver state-of-the-art performance
for automatic speech recognition (ASR). When using appropriate modeling units, e.g., byte-pair
encoded characters, these systems are in principle open vocabulary systems. In practice, however, they often fail to recognize words not seen during training, e.g., named entities, numbers
or technical terms.
To alleviate this problem, ? proposed to supplement an end-to-end ASR system with a
word/phrase memory and a mechanism to access this memory to recognize the words and
phrases correctly. After the training of the ASR system, and when it has already been deployed,
a relevant word can be added or subtracted instantly without the need for further training. They
demonstrated that through this mechanism the system is able to recognize more than 85% of
newly added words that it previously failed to recognize compared to a strong baseline.
Within the ELITR project, we extended this system and extensively evaluated it in a dynamically changing environment. The results (see appendix E) are submitted to Interspeech
2022.

3 Conclusion
This deliverable described the final state of the ASR systems developed for the ELITR project.
We developed online low-latency automatic speech recognition system with super-human performance, through incremental inference and stability detection, multilingual end-to-end sequenceto-sequence ASR models, using weight factorization, and a method to add new words instantly
the such end-to-end sequence-to-sequence ASR models.
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Abstract

providing partial hypotheses. Besides, we argue that the common real-time factor is not a proper choice for measuring the
user-perceived latency in online and streaming setup, and propose a novel and suitable technique for the replacement.
In contrast to the earlier works in the literature, our experimental results proved that a bidirectional encoder could be
combined with suitable inference methods to produce high accuracy and low latency speech recognition output. With a delay
of 1.5 seconds in all output elements, our streaming recognizer
can achieve the ideal performance of an offline system with the
same configuration. To the best of our knowledge for the first
time, a S2S speech recognition model can be used in online
conditions without scarifying accuracy 1 .

Recently sequence-to-sequence models have started to achieve
state-of-the-art performance on standard speech recognition
tasks when processing audio data in batch mode, i.e., the complete audio data is available when starting processing. However,
when it comes to performing run-on recognition on an input
stream of audio data while producing recognition results in realtime and with low word-based latency, these models face several challenges. For many techniques, the whole audio sequence
to be decoded needs to be available at the start of the processing, e.g., for the attention mechanism or the bidirectional LSTM
(BLSTM). In this paper, we propose several techniques to mitigate these problems. We introduce an additional loss function
controlling the uncertainty of the attention mechanism, a modified beam search identifying partial, stable hypotheses, ways of
working with BLSTM in the encoder, and the use of chunked
BLSTM. Our experiments show that with the right combination of these techniques, it is possible to perform run-on speech
recognition with low word-based latency without sacrificing in
word error rate performance.
Index Terms: sequence-to-sequence, online, streaming

2. Sequence-to-Sequence Model
In this work, we modify the LSTM-based sequence-to-sequence
encoder-decoder model proposed in [8] to perform highaccuracy online streaming ASR with very low latency. Our
model can be decomposed using a set of neural network functions as follows:
enc = LST M (CN N (spectrogram))
emb = LST M (Embedding(subwords))
ctx, attn = Sof tAttention(emb, enc, enc)
y = Distribution(ctx + emb)

1. Introduction
Sequence-to-sequence (S2S) attention-based models [1, 2] have
become increasingly popular for end-to-end speech recognition.
Several advances [3, 4, 5, 6] have been proposed to the architecture and the optimization of S2S models to achieve superior
recognition performance. In offline scenarios, i.e., batch processing of audio files, the S2S models in [7, 8] have already
shown state-of-the-art performance on standard benchmarks.
However, methods for employing S2S models in online speech
recognition, i.e., run-on recognition with low latency, still needs
to be researched, to obtain the desired accuracy and latency.
[9, 10, 11] pointed out early that the shortcoming of an
attention-based S2S model used in online condition lies in its
attention mechanism, which must perform a pass over the entire input sequence for every element of the output sequence.
[10, 11] proposed a so-called monotonic attention mechanism
that enforces a monotonic alignment between the input and output sequence. Later on, [12, 13, 14] have addressed the latency issue of bidirectional encoders, which is also an obstacle for online speech recognition. In these studies, unidirectional and chunk-based encoder architectures replace the fullybidirectional approach to control the latency.
In this work, we analyze the alignment behavior of the attention function of a high-performance S2S model and propose
an additional constraint loss to make it capable of streaming inference. By discussing the problems that occurred when adapting a S2S model to be used for a streaming recognizer, we additionally show that the standard beam-search has no guarantee
for low-latency inference results, and needs to be modified for

Copyright © 2020 ISCA

In principle, the functions are designed to map a sequence
of acoustic features into a sequence of sub-words and can be
grouped into two parts: encoder and decoder. In the encoder,
acoustic vectors are down-sampled with two convolutional layers and then fed into several bidirectional LSTM layers to generate the encoder’s hidden states enc. In the decoder, two unidirectional LSTM layers are used to embed a sub-word unit into a
latent representation emb. The multi-head soft-attention function proposed in [15] is used to model the relationship between
enc and emb, which results in a context vector ctx. All the
functions are jointly trained via the sequence cross-entropy loss
by plugging a softmax distribution on top of ctx and emb.
As shown in [8], this S2S model can achieve highlycompetitive offline performance on the Switchboard speech
recognition task. However, the model encounters latency issues
when being used in online conditions since both, the attention
function and the bidirectional encoder network, require the entire input sequence to achieve their optimal performance.

3. Streaming S2S ASR
In this section, we describe our modifications that enable the
S2S model to perform online streaming speech recognition with
1 The project ELITR leading to this publication has received funding from the European Unions Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
Programme under grant agreement No 825460.
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low latency and without loss in performance. The modifications
include an additional loss to control the uncertainty of the attention function and search algorithms to infer high-accuracy
partial hypothesis.
3.1. Discouraging Look-ahead Attention
The core of S2S models is the mechanism that autoregessively
generates a context vector ctx for the prediction of the next token. For the model described in Section 2, ctx is computed as
a sum of all the encoder’s hidden states weighted by the attention scores which are calculated by the attention function.
The attention scores calculated for a specific token typically reveals the positions within the encoder states (or spectral frames)
corresponding to the token. So, the attention function can be
considered as an alignment model. However, this unsupervised
alignment does not resemble traditional forced-alignments (or
human alignments) in speech recognition. As illustrated in Figure 1a, during a particular inference process, the attention scores
produced for many tokens (e.g., #3, 8, 9, 16) are dominated by
the start and end frames, which are not the proper alignments. In
this case, the inference still produces the correct transcript, and
so the attention function works as it is expected. The mismatch
between the attention-based alignment and regular alignment
reveals uncertainty that the attention function may have while
being optimized with the sequence training likelihood. Although this uncertainty may not lead to inference errors, the attention function always employs all the encoder’s hidden states,
which hinders the model from being used in streaming inference. It is preferable for a streaming inference that for the prediction of a token S, the attention function only considers past
frames until a particular time St (the endpoint) and disregards
all future frames.
To build such a S2S model for streaming, we investigated
the incorporation of an additional loss which discourages the
attention function from using future frames during training.
Specifically, given token S which belongs to word W in label
sequence L, we find a region Rs = (Wt , ∞) in which Wt is the
end time of W provided by a Viterbi alignment. The attentionbased constraint loss is computed as the sum of all attention
scores within the region Rs for all S in L:
Lattn = α

s|
X |R
X

S

Figure 1: Attention-based alignments provided by a) the regular
attention function and b) c) the attention function trained with
the constraint loss during the inference of an utterance of 4seconds length (down-sampling of 4 frames after encoder’s layers). The alignments for the tokens 3, 8, 9, 16 are dominated by
both start and end frames in a), and dominated by start frames
only in b).
section, we describe our search algorithm applied to the proposed S2S model to produce partial output while retaining high
accuracy.
Assume that in a streaming setup, at time t we use the
proposed S2S model to perform inference for t audio frames.
Given a context sequence C, the attention function is used to
generate t attention scores for the prediction of the next token.
We find a time tc <= t such that the sum of all attention scores
from the covering window w = [0, tc ] is equal to a constant
P c|
θ = |t
Ascorex . When θ = 0.95, w covers all dominant
x
attention scores and the context vector generated from w is almost the same as from [0, t]. If tc is observed to be unchanged
when t keeps growing, then we consider tc as the endpoint of
C. During stream processing, we use a term ∆ to determine if
endpoint tc finally gets fixed as tc < t − ∆.
We then incorporate the information of endpoints into the
beam search to find a partial stable hypothesis. Assume that
our beam search can always perform in real-time for t audio
frames to produce N considered hypotheses. If all N hypotheses share the same prefix sequence C and the endpoint of C is
determined, then we consider C to be an immortal part that will
not change anymore in the future. When more audio frames are
available in the stream, C will be used as the prefix for all search
hypotheses, and we repeat this step to find a longer stable hypothesis. Except the condition on endpoints, the idea of finding
immortal prefix is similar to the partial trace-back [16, 17] used
in HMM-based speech recognizers.
In addition to the immortal prefix, we also investigated a
more straightforward method in which we only consider the
best-ranked hypothesis and decide on a stable part C based
solely on the term ∆. The inspiration comes from the incremental speech recognition approach proposed in [18].

AscorexS

x

The tuneable parameter α adjusts the influence of the constraint
loss to the maximum likelihood loss of the label sequence during training. By minimizing both losses simultaneously, we expect that the attention function learns to produce close-to-zero
scores for the constraint regions for all label tokens while still
minimizing the main loss.
3.2. Inference for Partial Stable Hypothesis
Beam search is the most efficient approach for the inference
of S2S models. Its basic idea is to maintain a search network
in which network paths are extended with new nodes with the
highest accumulated scores and then pruned away to keep only
a set of active paths (or hypotheses). Typically, the most probable hypothesis for an utterance X is found and guaranteed when
the search space constructed from the entire acoustic signals of
X is supplied to the search. However, waiting for the complete
acoustic signals of X to output inference results is not efficient
for a streaming setup. A streaming recognizer must be able to
produce partial output while processing partial input. In this

3.3. Bidirectional Encoder
To achieve high performance, bidirectional LSTM have been
the optimal choice for the encoder of LSTM-based S2S models.
However, due to the backward LSTM, bidirectional LSTM are
not suited to provide partial and low-latency output as needed
for streaming recognizers. The addition of acoustic input will
affect all of the encoder’s hidden states, which then makes all
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Table 1: WER performance of the S2S model with bidirectional
encoder trained with different scales of the constraint loss.
α

Model

6x1024 BLSTM

0.4
0.2
0.05

SWB
5.9
6.2
6.1
5.8

CH
11.8
12.2
12.1
12.0

Table 2: Latency and accuracy of the S2S model with bidirectional encoder on Hub5’00 test set.
Method

Beam Size

Force-Alignment

8
4
2

Immortal Prefix

8
8
4
4
2
2
2
2

Hub5’00
8.9
9.2
9.1
8.9

partial inference results unstable. This effect leads to the fact
that stable output can be confidently inferred only when the input is complete. Therefore, earlier works [10, 19, 20] switched
to unidirectional LSTM in their online models.
In this work, we try to utilize bidirectional LSTM for highperformance speech recognition in a streaming scenario. In the
first setting, we investigated the use of the S2S model with a
fully bidirectional encoder. First, we train the S2S model to
achieve optimal parameters for the offline setup, and with the
attention-based constraint loss proposed in Section 3.1. Then,
during inference, we update the encoder’s hidden states from
all available acoustic input before performing the search approaches in Section 3.2 to find stable hypotheses. As will be
shown later, the use of a bidirectional LSTM as this way is possible since the proposed inference methods rely on the determination of endpoints, and the update of encoder’s hidden states
leads to stabilizing this determination.
In addition to fully bidirectional LSTM, we also experimented with a chunk-based BLSTM approach. During training,
we divide input sequences into many non-overlapping blocks of
a fixed size of K, and then use a BLSTM to compute each block
sequentially. To benefit from long-range contextual learning,
we initialize the forward LSTM with its last hidden states after
processing the previous chunk. The initialization of the backward LSTM can either be a constant or from the previous chunk.
By doing so, the encoder’s hidden states can be computed incrementally and efficiently as for unidirectional LSTM. This
chunk-based approach is different from [21] and the latencycontrolled BLSTM [22, 23] that adopt constant initialization of
both directions.

∆

WER Latency
8.9
9.1
9.3

0.60
0.60
0.60

20
30
20
30
20
40
60
80

8.9
8.9
9.2
9.1
12.6
10.1
9.5
9.3

0.93
0.93
0.86
0.87
0.74
0.79
0.83
0.86

1st-Ranked Prefix

8
8
8
4
4
4
2
2
2
2

30
50
70
30
50
70
10
30
50
70

11.2
9.6
9.3
11.3
9.6
9.3
25.8
11.4
9.7
9.3

0.75
0.80
0.84
0.75
0.80
0.84
0.62
0.75
0.80
0.84

Combination

8
4
2

20-70
30-70
60-70

9.2
9.4
9.5

0.83
0.81
0.83

4.2. Latency Measure
Neither the commonly used real-time factor (RTF) nor commitment latency [26, 27] are sufficient to measure user-perceived
latency for a streaming recognizer. For example, the transcript
outputs for an 11-seconds sentence can appear 10 seconds later
than a 1-second sentence, but the RTFs measured in two cases
can be similar. In this study, we propose to use a different
method for measuring streaming latency. Assume that a recognizer processes a sentence S of T seconds in streaming fashion and it outputs N token s1 , s2 ,.. sn at different timestamps
t1 , t2 ,.. tn . And assume the inference time is always a small
constant, then timestamp ti is just when the recognizer is confident of producing si . The latency of recognizing S with regard
to the transcript s1 , s2 ,.. sn is calculated as the average of all
token latencies ti ∈ [1, n] normalized by the duration of S:
P
ti /(n ∗ T ). With this measure, the latency of an offline system is always 1 – as the offline system is only confident for all
transcripts until end-of-sentence. In the same way, we simulate
the latency of an instant recognizer by using a forced-alignment
to find ti for si .

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup
Our experiments were conducted on the Fisher+Switchboard
corpus consisting of 2,000 hours of telephone conversation
speech. The Hub5’00 evaluation data was used as the test set.
All the experimental models use the same input features of 40
dimensional log-mel filterbanks to predict 4,000 BPE sub-word
units generated with the SentencePiece [24] toolkit from all the
training transcripts. The models with bidirectional encoder employ six layers of 1024 units while it is 1536 for the unidirectional encoders. We used only 1-head for the attention function
in all setups. All models were trained with a dropout of 0.3. We
further used the combination of two data augmentation methods
Dynamic Time Stretching and SpecAugment proposed in [8] to
reduce model overfitting. We use Adam [25] with an adaptive
learning rate schedule to perform 12,000 updates during training. The model parameters of the 5 best epochs according to
the perplexity on the cross-validation set are averaged to produce the final model.
For beam search, we use neither length normalization nor
any language model. With a beam size of 8, the experimental
models typically achieve their optimal accuracy.

5. Results
5.1. Effect of the Constraint Loss
In this section, we evaluate the influence of the constraint loss
proposed in Section 3.1 on the training of the S2S model. We
started by using a high value for α and exponentially decreased
it to train several systems for comparison. As observed during
training, the constraint loss gets small quickly to a stable value
depended on α. Joint training slows down the convergence of
the main loss but does not have a significant impact on the final
performance. As shown in Table 1, WERs are slightly worse
with high α and can be similar to the regular training when α is
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Table 3: Latency and accuracy of the S2S models with unidirectional and chunk-based encoders using immortal prefix.

small (e.g., 0.05). Different from that, the constraint loss may
largely change the behavior of the attention function. For example, in Figure 1b, the attention function moves the high scores of
the mismatched alignment to start frames, instead of end frames
as in the regular training. We also found an extreme case when
α = 0.4. The attention-based alignment does not correspond at
all to the proper alignment as illustrated Figure 1c.
Using the model trained with α = 0.05, we follow the approach in Section 3.2 to extract the endpoints for all prefixes
found during the inference of the evaluation set. We could verify that the extracted endpoints in all sentences match the expectation for streaming inference described in Section 3.1. So
we keep this model for further experiments.

Beam Size ∆ WER Latency

Encoder

Unidirectional

8
8
2
2
2

30
∞
20
30
∞

12.7
12.6
13.6
13.2
13.1

0.94
1.00
0.82
0.85
1.00

Chunk-based K=80

8
8
2
2
2

30
∞
20
30
∞

10.5
10.4
11.1
10.9
10.8

0.91
1.00
0.80
0.82
1.00

Chunk-based K=200

8
8
2
2
2

30
∞
30
60
∞

10.3
10.0
11.3
10.8
10.7

0.89
1.00
0.79
0.85
1.00

5.2. Latency on Various Conditions
Using the S2S model with a bidirectional encoder trained with
the constraint loss scale α = 0.05, we performed several experiments with the inference approaches described in Section 3.2.
In the experiments, the streaming scenario is simulated by repeatedly feeding an additional audio chunk of 250 ms to the
experimental systems for incremental inferences. All the inferences were performed on a single Nvidia Titan RTX GPU,
which produced an average RTF of 0.065 with a beam size of
8. The RTF result shows that real-time capacity is not a bottleneck problem in this setup. So we focus on the latency measure
proposed in Section 4.2.
For baselines, we computed the offline WER performance
with beam sizes 8, 4, 2, and then used a force-alignment system
to produce the ideal latency from the offline transcripts. The
ideal latency is always 0.6. If we shift the time alignment of
the transcripts with 250 ms (i.e., all the outputs have a delay of
250 ms), 500 ms, 1 second, and 1.5 seconds, then we obtained
a latency of 0.71, 0.78, 0.86 and 0.91 respectively.
Table 2 presents the accuracy and the latency we achieved
when using the immortal prefix and 1st-ranked prefix inference
methods with several settings of ∆. Overall, the two methods
are consistent with the observations in the HMM-based systems
[16, 17, 18]. Using the immortal prefix condition, the final accuracy can be guaranteed as for the offline inference for large
beam sizes, e.g., 8 and 4. For a smaller beam size, this condition
is not strong enough to deal with unstable partial results – probably due to the changes of the encoder’s hidden states. In the
1st-ranked prefix approach, increasing ∆ allows for a flexible
trade-off between the accuracy and the latency. The offline accuracy can also be achieved if a very large ∆ is applied. These
results consolidate our findings in two aspects. First, the integration of ∆ is reliable and crucial for the streaming inferences
to work efficiently. And second, the use of the bidirectional
LSTM for the encoder is possible and results in high accuracy.
To achieve 8.9% WER (the offline accuracy), the system
needs to delay outputs with an average duration of about 1.5
seconds. To obtain a lower latency of 1 second, the WER increases to 9.2%, e.g., by using the immortal prefix method with
∆ = 20 and beamsize = 4. The combination of both methods
is efficient if we want to reach a latency of 0.81, which is closer
to the average delay of 0.5 seconds.

tional efficiency of the encoder. For chunk-based, we experimented with K = 80 and K = 200, as the chunk sizes of
800 ms and 2 seconds. We constantly found that initializing
the backward LSTM from the last hidden states of the previous
chunk is better than a constant, so we only present the results
of this approach. We evaluated two types of encoders in two
categories: the best accuracy and the accuracy that the systems
retain when maintaining an average delay of 1 second. To do
so, we use the same immortal prefix inference and experiment
with different settings of beam size and ∆.
As shown in Table 3, there is a big gap between the best
WER of the unidirectional and bidirectional encoders (12.6%
vs. 8.9%). The chunk-based encoder, however, is closer to the
performance of the bidirectional one when a large chunk size
is used. As the encoder’s states are fixed early, the inferences
are already stable when ∆ = 30 for all beam sizes. To achieve
1-second delay, all the approaches need to trade-off for an accuracy reduction of 5% relatively. In term of latency, the chunkbased approach with K = 80 and beamsize = 2 and ∆ = 30
is the best setting in this setup.

6. Related work
[10, 11] pointed out the problems of the soft-attention mechanism on acquiring the entire encoder’s states and proposed
a trainable monotonic attention function to train sequence-tosequence models for online application. Given a prefix, the
monotonic attention function allows finding an encoder position
[10] or the endpoint of a chunk [11] used for prediction of the
next token. In our study, we showed that endpoints can also be
estimated precisely and efficiently via the regular soft-attention
function by controlling its uncertainty. We further showed that
there are more issues to be addressed for high-performance online speech recognition, such as finalizing partial results of the
beam search and the use of a bidirectional encoder, and proposed effective methods for addressing theses issues.

7. Conclusion

5.3. Performance of Different Encoders
The bidirectional requires additional re-computation of the entire encoder’s hidden states for every addition of input signal
in the stream. In this section, we investigate two additional
network architectures, unidirectional LSTM and chunk-based
BLSTM described in Section 3.3, that improve the computa-

We have proposed and evaluated several techniques for applying S2S attention-based models to streaming speech recognition. Our results show that with these techniques it is possible
to produce low latency online recognition results on the Switchboard task without a significant decrease in performance.
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Abstract
Achieving super-human performance in recognizing human
speech has been a goal for several decades as researchers have
worked on increasingly challenging tasks. In the 1990’s it was
discovered, that conversational speech between two humans
turns out to be considerably more difficult than read speech
as hesitations, disfluencies, false starts and sloppy articulation
complicate acoustic processing and require robust joint handling of acoustic, lexical and language context. Early attempts
with statistical models could only reach word error rates (WER)
of over 50% which is far from human performance with shows
a WER of around 5.5%. Neural hybrid models and recent
attention-based encoder-decoder models have considerably improved performance as such contexts can now be learned in an
integral fashion. However, processing such contexts requires an
entire utterance presentation and thus introduces unwanted delays before a recognition result can be output. In this paper, we
address performance as well as latency. We present results for a
system that can achieve super-human performance, i.e. a WER
of 5.0% on the Switchboard conversational benchmark, at a
word based latency of only 1 second behind a speaker’s speech.
The system uses multiple attention-based encoder-decoder networks integrated within a novel low latency incremental inference approach.
Index Terms: ASR, Sequence-to-sequence, Online, Streaming,
Low Latency, Human Performance

1. Introduction
Sequence-to-sequence (S2S) attention-based models [1, 2] are
a currently one of the best performing approaches to end-toend automatic speech recognition (ASR). A lot of research has
already been dedicated to boost the performance of S2S models. Several works [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] have successfully pushed
up the state-of-the-art performance records on different speech
recognition benchmarks and proved the superior performance
of S2S models over conventional speech recognition models in
an offline setting. As so, the next research trend is to apply
S2S speech recognition in practice. Many practical applications
need to work ASR systems in real-time run-on mode with lowlatency [8, 9].
Early studies [10, 11, 12] pointed out that the disadvantage
of an S2S model used in online condition lies in its attention
mechanism, which must perform a pass over the entire input
sequence for every output element. [11, 12] have dealt with
this disadvantage by proposing a so-called monotonic attention
mechanism that enforces a monotonic alignment between the
input and output sequence. Later on, [13, 14, 15] have additionally resolved the latency issue of bidirectional encoders by

using efficient chunk-based architectures. More recent works
[16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] have addressed these latency issues for
different S2S architectures.
While most of the studies focus on model modifications to
make S2S models capable of online processing with minimal
accuracy reduction, they lack thoughtful research on the latency
aspect. In this work, we analyze the latency that the users suffer while interacting with an online speech recognition system,
and propose to measure it with two separate terms computation
latency and confidence latency. While computation latency reflects the common real-time factor (RTF), confidence latency
corresponds to the time an online recognizer needs to confidently decide its output. We show that with the support of new
computing hardware (such as GPUs), the computation latency
of S2S models is relatively small (even for big models), and the
confidence latency is a more critical criterion which, for the first
time, we address thoroughly.
To optimize for confidence latency, we consider the online
processing of S2S models as an incremental speech recognition problem. We propose an incremental inference approach
with two stability detection methods to convert an S2S model
to be used in online speech recognition and to allow to trade-off
between latency and accuracy. Our experimental results show
that it is possible to use a popular Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) [22] or self-attention based S2S ASR model for run-on
recognition without any model modification. With a delay of
1.8 seconds in all output elements, all the experimental models retain their state-of-the-art performance when performing
offline inference. Our best online system, which successfully
employs three S2S models in a low-latency manner, achieves a
word-error-rate (WER) of 5.0% on the Switchboard benchmark.
To the best of our knowledge, this online accuracy is at par with
the state-of-the-art offline performance. We also demonstrate
that it is possible to achieve human performance as measured in
[23, 24] while producing output at very low latency.

2. Sequence-to-sequence Based
Low-latency ASR
In this section, we first describe different sequence-to-sequence
ASR architectures investigated in this paper. We then present
the proposed incremental inference with two stability detection
methods.
2.1. Models
There have been two efficient approaches for making S2S ASR
systems. The first approach employs LSTM layers in both
encoder and decoder networks, while the second follows the
Transformer architecture [25] which uses solely self-attention
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Figure 1: Incremental inference for low-latency S2S ASR

modules to construct the whole S2S network. In this work,
we investigate both of the S2S architectures for the online lowlatency setting.
Our LSTM-based S2S model employs two time-delay neural network (TDNN) layers [26, 27] with a total time stride
of four for down-sampling followed by several bidirectional
LSTM layers to encode the input spectrogram. In the decoder,
we adopt two layers of unidirectional LSTMs for modeling the
sequence of sub-word labels and the multi-head soft-attention
function proposed in [25] to generate attentional context vectors. In detail, the LSTM-based model works as the following
neural network functions:

2.3. Stability Detection
Stability detection is the key to make the system work in the
incremental manner and to produce low latency output. For
an HMM based speech recognition system, stability conditions
can be determined incrementally during the time-synchronous
Viterbi search [28, 29, 30]. Due to lack of time alignment information and unstable internal hidden states (e.g., of a bidirectional encoder), it is not straightforward to apply the same idea
to S2S models. In this work, we investigate a combination of
two stability detection conditions for incremental S2S speech
recognition:
• Shared prefix in all hypotheses: Similar to the immortal prefix [28, 30] in HMM ASR, this condition happens
when all the active hypotheses in the beam-search share
the same prefix. However, different from HMM ASR,
this condition may not strongly lead to an immortal partial hypothesis due to the unstable search network states
in S2S beam-search.

enc = LST M (T DN N (spectrogram))
emb = LST M (Embedding(symbols))
ctx = Sof tAttention(emb, enc, enc)
y = Sof tmax(ctx + emb)
In the Transformer model, the down-sampling is handled
by a linear projection layer on four consecutive stacked feature vectors. The rest of the model architecture is similar to
the Transformer approach proposed for speech recognition in
[6]. We also adopt the layer stochastic technique to efficiently
employ more self-attention layers in both encoder and decoder.
For more details of the model architectures and offline evaluations, we would refer the readers to [7] and [6].
2.2. Incremental Inference
Figure 1 illustrates our proposed architecture that allows S2S
models to produce incremental transcriptions on a speech
stream. In the architecture, we handle the two tasks of inference and stability detection by two separate components in a
processing pipeline. The first step in the pipeline is to wait for a
chunk of acoustic frames with a predefined length (i.e., 200ms),
which is then sent to the inference component. The inference
component needs to accumulate all the chunks received so far
and extend the current stable hypothesis to produce a set of new
unstable hypotheses. This unstable set is then provided to the
stability detection component for detecting a longer stable hypothesis.
As the stability detection is handled separately, we are able
to involve multiple models for the inference to improve recognition accuracy. The involved models can be S2S models with
different architectures or language models trained on different
text data. All of these models can be uniformly combined via
the ensemble technique.

• Best-ranked prefix with reliable endpoint: Since it
may require a long delay for a shared prefix to happen,
we also consider a different approach to improve the latency. We make use of the observation from [29] for
HMM ASR, that the longer a prefix remains to be part of
the most likely hypothesis, the more stable it is. Applied
to S2S models, we need a method to align a prefix with
audio frames, and so be able to find its endpoint in time.
We follow the approach in [18] for the estimation of a
prefix endpoint. First, this approach requires to train a
single-head attention LSTM-based S2S model with the
attention-based constraint loss [18]. Then, the endpoint
of a prefix C is estimated during incremental inference
by finding a time tc such that the sum of all attention
scores from the covering window [0, tc ] is at least 0.95.
After that, we can measure ∆ as the difference between
the estimated endpoint and the end of the audio stream.
∆ will be used as the single input to decide the prefix C
is reliable enough and considered to output.

3. Measure of Latency
Latency is one of the most important factors that decide the usability of an user-based online ASR system. A latency measure
needs to reflect the actual delay that the users perceive so that
the improvement of latency can lead to better usability. Strictly,
the latency observed by a user for a single word is the time difference between when the word was uttered and when its transcript appeared to the user and will never be changed again. We
formulate this complete latency as follows.
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Let’s assume a word w has been uttered, i.e., completely
pronounced, at time Uw . Let Cw be the time that the ASR system can start to process the audio of w and that the ASR system
can confidently infer w after a delay of Dw , the time needed to
perform the inference. The user-perceived latency with regard
to w is then:
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where Tw presents the transmitting time for audio and text data.
Tw is usually small and can be omitted.
For a speech utterance S consisting of N words w1 , w2 ,..
wN , we are interested in the average latency:
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In the final equation, the first term represents the computational
delay. If we normalize this term by length of the decoding audio
segments, then we obtain the real-time factor of the ASR system. The second term indicates how much acoustic evidence
the model needs to confidently decide on its output. This latency term makes the difference in calculating the latency for
online vs. offline processing. For offline processing, it is always
a constant for a specific test set, since all the offline transcripts
are output at the end of the test set.
To estimate the third term, we usually need to use an external time alignment system, e.g. a Viterbi alignment using an
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based acoustic model. It is inconvenient to re-run the time alignment for every new transcript.
To cope with this issue, [18] introduced a fixed delay δ for all
the outputs, and proposed to pre-compute a set of Uavg−δ for
different δ. Later on, only the calculation of Cavg is required
as the average delay can be found by comparing Cavg with the
pre-computed set.
The latency improvement requires the optimization of both
terms Davg and Cavg which we refer to as computation latency
and confidence latency. While computation latency can be improved by faster hardware or improved implementations for the
search, confidence latency mainly depends on the recognition
model.

4. Experimental Setup
Our experiments were conducted on the Fisher+Switchboard
corpus consisting of 2,000 hours of telephone conversation
speech. The Hub5’00 evaluation data was used as the test set,
reporting separate performance numbers for the Switchboard
(SWB) and CallHome (CH) portions.
All our models use the same input features of 40 dimensional log-mel filterbanks to predict 4,000 byte-pair-encoded
(BPE) sub-word units. During training, we employ the combination of two data augmentation methods Dynamic Time
Stretching and SpecAugment [7] to reduce model overfitting.
Adam with an adaptive learning rate schedule is used to perform 200,000 updates. The model parameters of the 5 best
epochs according to the perplexity on the cross-validation set
are averaged to produce the final model.

0.4

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

δ [seconds]

Figure 2: Confidence latency conversion.
4.1. Latency Evaluation
We evaluate our systems with the decomposed latency terms
from Section 3. Computation latency is measured every time
when incremental inference is performed, while for confidence
latency we adopt a similar approach to [18] to estimate the terms
Cavg and Uavg . First, we build a good HMM-based forcealignment system and use it to find time alignment for the test
set transcripts. Uavg is calculated as the average of the ending
times of all the transcript words found by the alignment system.
To normalize Uavg between 0 and 1, all the time alignment indexes are divided by their utterance lengths. We then shift the
time indexes to the right with different δ (the delay term) to
compute Uavg−δ . This results in a conversion chart illustrated
in Figure 2. Later on, Cavg is computed the same way for the
systems, and the corresponding delay is extracted from the conversion chart.
Table 1: Experimental systems and their offline accuracy. The
optimal beam size of 8 was found for all the systems.
ID
Model Type
#Params SWB CH
S1 6x2 LSTM-1024
162M
5.8 11.8
S2 6x2 LSTM-1536
258M
5.3 11.5
T1 24x8 Transformer 111M
5.8 11.9
E1
S1 + S2
420M
5.3 10.9
E2
S1 + S2 + T1
531M
5.0 10.1

5. Results
5.1. Models and Offline Accuracy
We constructed two LSTM-based models with different model
sizes. The smaller one uses 1-head attention and was trained
with the attention-based constraint loss proposed in [18] to prevent the attention function from using future context, while the
bigger uses 8-head attention and produces better accuracy. The
smaller model S1 can be used either for inference or to extract
the endpoint of a hypothesis prefix following [18]. Additionally, we experiment with a transformer model which has 24
self-attention encoder layers and 8 decoder layers.
Table 1 shows the offline performance of all the investigated
S2S models in this work. The big LSTM model achieved the
best WER performance while the transformer performs worse.
However, the transformer is very efficient to supplement the
LSTM models in the combination. The ensemble of 3 models
(labeled as E3) results in a single system that achieved a 5.0%
WER on the SWB test set, which is on par with the state-of-theart performance on this benchmark.
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Table 2: Computation and confidence latency when using
shared prefix condition.
Model
S1
S2
T1
T1
T1
E1
E2
E2
E2

Beam Size
8
8
8
6
4
8
8
6
4

Comp.
0.10
0.13
0.19
0.16
0.12
0.18
0.29
0.25
0.20

Conf.
1.50
1.55
1.50
1.35
0.70
1.55
1.50
1.30
0.80

SWB
5.8
5.6
5.8
5.9
6.6
5.3
5.0
5.1
5.7
Figure 3: Trade-off between latency and accuracy. Beam size of
8 is used for both systems.

5.2. Latency with Shared Prefix
We use an audio chunk size of 300ms to perform incremental
inference with the systems in Table 1. All inferences were performed on a single Nvidia Titan RTX GPU. Table 2 shows the
WERs for SWB, computation latency and confidence latency
(see Section 3) for different beam sizes when only using the
share prefix strategy for stability detection.
As can be seen, the confidence latency is much larger than
the computation latency in all the experiments and shown to
be a more critical factor for final latency improvement. The
systems involving multiple S2S models require more computational power, however, they obtain better confidence latency
and accuracy due to the reduction of model uncertainty.
When using a high beam size (e.g., 8), all the experimental
systems can achieve their offline accuracy. This result reveals
interesting observations for making online S2S ASR systems.
First, as this condition is reliable among different S2S architectures, it shows that all S2S ASR models may share the same
characteristic in which they tend not to use further context for
the inference of a given prefix at a particular time. This observation is consistent with the finding in [18] for the LSTM-based
S2S model. Secondly, it proves that the use of bidirectional encoders in online conditions is possible and even results in the
same optimal accuracy as in offline inference. Lastly, it reveals
a unified approach to build online ASR for different S2S architectures. As an attractive advantage, this approach does not
require model modifications.
The best system using the shared prefix condition achieved
a WER of 5.0% and suffered an average delay of 1.79 seconds
which is slightly slower than the one with lowest latency.
5.3. Trade-off for Better Latency
To further improve the latency, we use both the stability detection strategies from Section 2.3. We do the combination via a
logical OR which means the stability is detected as soon as one
of the conditions applies. At the end, we can trade-off latency
against accuracy as the function of the term ∆ – the delay time
needed to finalize the endpoint of a prefix. Figure 3 presents
the trade-off curves for two systems, S1 and E2. In both systems, the model S1 is used for detecting the best-ranked prefix
condition.
As can be seen, both systems can achieve much better latency (of only 1.30 seconds) with only a slight increase in WER
(e.g., 0.1% absolute). The ensemble system E2 achieves a latency of 0.85 seconds while yielding the same accuracy as S1.
Human performance (5.5%) can be reached with an average delay of only 1 second. Note that, the WER for human performance was extracted as the average of the two studies [23] and

[24].
5.4. Compared to Other Works
Table 3 presents the WER performance from recent studies for
online and offline conversational speech recognition systems.
Human WER performance was obtained in 2016 with a combination of different HMM hybrid ASR systems. While until
2019 and 2020, new records on offline conversational speech
was set with end-to-end sequence-to-sequence ASR systems.
We found only a few attempts [31, 32] that make streaming ASR
for this benchmark. In these studies, the accuracy between offline and streaming conditions was shown to be in clear margins.
In a different manner, we show the offline accuracy can be possibly reached with our proposed low-latency S2S system. Our
best achieved online WER is slightly behind the state-of-the-art
offline performance on the Switchboard benchmark.
Table 3: Results from other works on SWB test set.
Model
Hybrid [24] (2017)
Hybrid [33] (2018)
S2S [7] (2019)
S2S [34] (2020)
S2S [35] (2020)
CTC [31] (2019)
Transducer [32] (2020)
Transducer [32] (2020)
Ours

Train. Data
Condition WER
SWB+Fisher
Offline
5.5
SWB+Fisher
Offline
5.1
SWB+Fisher
Offline
5.2
SWB+Fisher
Offline
4.9
SWB+Fisher
Offline
4.8
SWB
Streaming
9.1
SWB
Offline
12.8
SWB
Streaming
17.0
SWB+Fisher Low-latency 5.0

6. Conclusion
We have shown a unified approach to construct online and lowlatency ASR systems for different S2S architectures. The proposed online system employing three S2S models works either
in an accuracy-optimized fashion that achieves state-of-the-art
performance on telephone conversation speech or in a very lowlatency manner while still producing the same or better accuracy
as the reported human performance.
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Abstract

of both the cascade and the end-to-end system. In
the end, we conclude the paper with Section 4.

This paper describes KIT’submission to the
IWSLT 2021 Offline Speech Translation Task.
We describe a system in both cascaded condition and end-to-end condition. In the cascaded condition, we investigated different endto-end architectures for the speech recognition
module. For the text segmentation module,
we trained a small transformer-based model on
high-quality monolingual data. For the translation module, our last year’s neural machine
translation model was reused. In the end-toend condition, we improved our Speech Relative Transformer architecture to reach or even
surpass the result of the cascade system.

1

2 Data
Speech Corpora. For training and evaluation
of our ASR models, we used Mozilla Common
Voice v6.1 (Ardila et al., 2019), Europarl (Koehn,
2005), How2 (Sanabria et al., 2018), Librispeech
(Panayotov et al., 2015), MuST-C v1 (Di Gangi
et al., 2019), MuST-C v2 (Cattoni et al., 2021) and
Tedlium v3 (Hernandez et al., 2018) dataset. The
data split is presented in the following table 1.
Table 1: Summary of the English data-sets used for
speech recognition

Introduction

As in previous years, the cascade system’s pipeline
is constituted by an ASR module, a text segmentation module and a machine translation module.
In this year’s evaluation campaign, we investigated
only sequence-to-sequence ASR models with three
architectures. The segmentation module is basically a monolingual system which translates a disfluent, broken, uncased text (i.e. ASR outputs) into
a more fluent, written-style text with punctuations
in order to match the data conditions of the translation system. The machine translation module’s
architecture is the same as the previous year’s. For
the end-to-end system, we improved from our last
year’s Speech Relative Transformer architecture
(Pham et al., 2020a). As a result, the end-to-end
system can produce better results on certain test
sets and approach the performance on some others
compared to the cascade system this year, while
the end-to-end system was the dominant approach
last year.
The rest of the paper is organized as followed.
Section 2 describes the data set used to train and
test the system. It is then followed by Section 3
providing the description and experimental results

Corpus
A: Training Data
Mozilla Common Voice
Europarl
How2
Librispeech
MuST-C v1
MuST-C v2
Tedlium
B: Test Data
Tedlium
Librispeech

Utterances

Speech data [h]

1225k
33k
217k
281k
230k
251k
268k

1667
85
356
963
407
482
482

1155
2620

2.6
5.4

Text Corpora. We collected the text parallel
training data as presented in Table 2.

3 Offline Speech Translation
We address the offline speech translation task by
two main approaches, namely cascade and end-toend. In the cascade condition, the ASR module
(Section 3.1) receives audio inputs and generates
raw transcripts, which will then pass through a
Segmentation module (Section 3.2) to formulate
well normalized inputs to our Machine Translation
module (Section 3.3). The MT outputs are the final
outputs of the cascade system. On the other hand,
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Table 2: Text Training Data

Dataset
TED Talks (TED)
Europarl (EPPS)
CommonCrawl
Rapid
ParaCrawl
OpenSubtitles
WikiTitle
Back-translated News

3.2 Text Segmentation

Sentences
220K
2.2MK
2.1M
1.21M
25.1M
12.6M
423K
26M

the end-to-end architecture is trained to directly
translate English audio inputs into German text
outputs (Section 3.4).
3.1 Speech Recognition
Data preparation and Segmentation tool After collecting all audios from all data sets mentioned in Section 2, we calculated 40 features of
Mel-filterbank coefficients for ASR training. To
generate labels for the sequence-to-sequence ASR
models, we used the Sentence-Piece toolkit (Kudo
and Richardson, 2018) to train 4000 different bytepair-encoding (BPE). The WerRTCVAD toolkit
(Wiseman, 2016) was used to segment the audio in
the testing phase.
Model As in previous years (Pham et al., 2019a,
2020b), we used only sequence-to-sequence ASR
models, which are based on three different network architectures: The long short-term memory (LSTM), the Transformer and the Conformer.
LSTM-based models (Nguyen et al., 2020) consist
of 6 bidirectional layers for the encoder and 2 unidirectional layers for the decoder, both encoder and
decoder layers have 1536 units. The Transformerbased models presented in (Pham et al., 2019b)
have 24 layers for the encoder and 8 layers for
the decoder. The Conformer-based models (Gulati
et al., 2020) comprise 16 layers for the encoder and
6 layers for the decoder. In both the Transformerbased and the Conformer-based models, the size of
each layer is 512 and the size of the hidden state in
the feed-forward sublayer is 2048. The speech data
augmentation technique was used to reduce overfitting as described in (Nguyen et al., 2020). In order
to train a deep network effectively, we also applied
Stochastic Layers (Pham et al., 2019b) with a dropping layer rate of 0.5 on both Transformer-based
and Conformer-based models.

The text segmentation in the cascaded pipeline
serves as a normalization on the ASR output, which
usually lacks punctuation marks, proper sentence
boundaries and reliable casing. On the other hand,
the machine translation system is often trained on
well-written, high-quality bilingual data. Following the idea from (Sperber et al., 2018a), we build
the segmentation as a monolingual translation system, which translates from lower-cased, withoutpunctuation texts into texts with case information
and punctuation, prior to the machine translation
module.
The monolingual translation for text segmentation is implemented using our neural speech translation framework NMTGMinor1 (Pham et al., 2020a).
It is a small transformer architecture, consisting of
a 4-layer encoder and 4-layer decoder, in which
each layer’ size is 512, while the inner size of
feed-forward network inside each layer is 2048.
The encoder and decode are self-attention blocks,
which have 4 parallel attention heads. The training
data for that are the English part extracted from
available multilingual corpora: EPPS, NC, Global
Voices and TED talks. We trained the model for 10
epochs, then we fine-tuned it on the TED corpus for
30 epochs more with stronger drop-out rate. Furthermore, to simulate possible errors in the ASR
outputs, a similar model is trained on artificial noisy
data and the final model is the ensemble of the two
models.
The trained model is then utilized to translate the
ASR outputs in a shifting window manner and the
decisions are drawn by a simple voting mechanism.
For more details, please refer to (Sperber et al.,
2018a).
3.3 Machine Translation
For the machine translation module, we re-use the
English→German machine translation model from
our last year’ submission to IWSLT (Pham et al.,
2020b). More than 40 millions sentence pairs being
extracted from TED, EPPS, NC, CommonCrawl,
ParaCrawl, Rapid and OpenSubtitles corpora were
used for training the model. In addition, 26 millions sentence pairs are generated from the backtranslation technique by a German→English translation system. A large transformer architecture was
trained with Relative Attention. We adapted to the
in-domain by fine-tuning on TED talk data with
1

https://github.com/quanpn90/NMTGMinor
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stricter regularizations. The same adapted model
was trained on noised data synthesized from the
same TED data. The final model is the ensemble
of the two.
3.4 End-to-End Model
Corpora This year, the training data consists
of the second version of the MUST-C corpus (Di Gangi et al., 2019), the Europarl corpus (Iranzo-Sánchez et al., 2020), the Speech Translation corpus and the CoVoST-2 (Wang et al., 2020)
corpus provided by the organizer. The speech features are generated with the in-house Janus Recognition Toolkit. The ST dataset is handled with an
additional filtering step using an English speech
recognizer (trained with the its transcripts with the
additional Tedlium-3 training data).
Following the success of generating synthetic
audio utterances, the transcripts in the Tedlium-3
corpus are translated into German using the cascade
built in the previous year’s submission (Pham et al.,
2020b). In brief, the translation process required us
to preserve the audio-text alignment from the original data collection and segmentation process. As
a results, we used the Transformer-based punctuation inserting system from IWSLT2018 (Sperber
et al., 2018b) to reconstruct the punctuations for
the transcripts followed by the translation process
that preserves the same segmentation information.
Compared to the human translation from the speech
translation datasets, this translation is relative noisier and incomplete (due to the segmentations are
not necessarily aligned with grammatically correct
sentences).
The end result of the filtering and synthetic creation process is the complete translation set, as
summarised in Table 3
Table 3: Training data for E2E translation models.

Data
MuST-C
Europarl
Speech Translation
Tedlium-3
CoVoST

Utterances
229K
32K
142K
268K
288K

Total time
408h
60h
160h
415h
424h

During training, the validation data is the Development set of the MuST-C corpus. The reason is
that the SLT testsets often do not have the aligned
audio and translation, while training end-to-end
models often rely on perplexity for early stopping.

Modeling The main architecture is the deep
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) with stochastic layers (Pham et al., 2019b). The encoder self
attention layer uses Bidirectional relative attention (Pham et al., 2020a) which models the relative
distance between one position and other positions
in the sequence. This modeling is bidirectional
because the distance is distinguished for each direction from the perspective of one particular position.
The main models use a “Big” configuration with 16
encoder layers and 6 decoder layers, and they are
randomly dropped in training according to the linear schedule presented in the original work, where
the top layer has the highest dropout rate p = 0.5.
The model size of each layer is 1024 and the inner size is 4096. We experimented with different
activation functions including GELU (Hendrycks
and Gimpel, 2016), SiLU (Elfwing et al., 2018)
and the gated variants similar to the gated linear
units (Dauphin et al., 2017). Also, each transformer
block (encoder and decoder) is equipped with another feed-forward neural network in the beginning (Lu et al., 2019). Our preliminary experiments
showed that GeLU and SiLU provided a slightly
better performance than ReLU, and our final model
is the ensemble of the three configurations that are
identical except the activation functions.
First, the encoders are pretrained using the data
portions containing English texts to make training
SLT stable. With the initialized encoder, the networks can be trained with an aggressive learning
rate with 4096 warm-up steps. Label-smoothing
and dropout rates are set at 0.1 and 0.3 respectively
for all models. Furthermore, all speech inputs are
augmented with spectral augmentation (Park et al.,
2019; Bahar et al., 2019). All models are trained
for 200000 steps, each consists of accumulated
360000 audio frames. Using the model setup like
above, we managed to fit a batch size of around
16000 frames to 24 GB of GPU memory.
Speech segmentation As reflected from last
year’s experiments, audio segmentation plays an
important role in the performance of the whole
system, and the end-to-end model unfortunately
does not have control of segmentation, as it is a
prerequisite before training one. During evaluation,
we relied on the WerRTCVAD toolkit (Wiseman,
2016) to cut the long audio files into segments of
reasonable length, and the tool is also able to rule
out silence and events that do not belong to human
speech, such as noise and music.
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Overall, we improved the submission from last
year (Pham et al., 2020b) using stronger models
together with a more accurate segmentation tool.

a strong E2E system can now trade blow with a
strongly tuned cascade. The deciding factor, in our
opinion, is audio segmentation because this is the
sole advantage of the cascade which can recover
from badly cut segments3 .

3.5 Experimental Results
3.5.1 Cascade Offline Speech Translation
Speech Recognition. We tested our ASR systems on two datasets, Tedlium and Libri test set.
The ensemble of LSTM-based and Conformerbased sequence-to-sequence model provide the best
results, which are 2.4 and 3.9 WERs respectively
for two test set Table 4.

Table 5: ST: Translation performance in BLEU↑ on
IWSLT testsets (re-segmentation required). Progressive results from this year and last year end-to-end
(E2E) and cascades (CD) are provided.

Testset

Table 4: WER on Libri and Tedlium sets

Data
Conformer-based
Transformer-based
LSTM-based
Ensemble

Libri
3.0
3.2
2.6
2.4

Tedlium
4.8
4.9
3.9
3.9

→

CD 2020

E2E 2020

E2E 2021

26.68
28.60
25.64
24.95

24.27
28.13
25.46
21.82

25.28
29.62
27.32
22.13

tst2010
tst2013
tst2014
tst2015

4 Conclusion

Machine Translation. We do not train any new
machine translation module but re-use last year’s
model, thus, we do not conduct experiments and
comparisons with different machine translation systems. We submitted one cascased model with our
audio segmentation.
3.5.2 End-to-end Offline Speech Translation
Our models are tested on two different setups. On
the one hand, we evaluated the model on the tstCOMMON (2nd version) of the MuST-C corpora.
Due to the incompatibility between the models and
the audio data that requires resegmentation, we
rely on the dev and test sets of MuST-C to evaluate
the ability to translate on “ideal” conditions. As
mentioned above, our ensemble managed to reach
32.4 BLEU points on this test set2 .
On the other hand, we used the testsets from
2010 to 2015 to measure the progress from last
year in the condition requiring audio segmentation.
In this particular comparison as shown in Table 5,
we showed that using a stronger model together
with better voice detection not only improves the
SLT results by up to 1.9 BLEU points (in tst2014)
but also outperforms the strong cascade in 2 different sets: tst2013 and tst2014, in which the difference could be even 1 BLEU point. There is still
a performance gap in the last two tests, however,

In this year’s evaluation campaign, the end-to-end
model proves to be a very promising approach
since it can compete or even transcend the best
cascade model in offline speech translation task.
As a note for future work, we would like to investigate two-stage speech translation models (Sperber
et al., 2019) using transformer architectures and
compare them with our recent speech translation
end-to-end models.
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Abstract
End-to-end multilingual speech recognition involves using a
single model training on a compositional speech corpus including many languages, resulting in a single neural network to handle transcribing different languages. Due to the fact that each
language in the training data has different characteristics, the
shared network may struggle to optimize for all various languages simultaneously. In this paper we propose a novel multilingual architecture that targets the core operation in neural
networks: linear transformation functions. The key idea of the
method is to assign fast weight matrices for each language by
decomposing each weight matrix into a shared component and
a language dependent component. The latter is then factorized
into vectors using rank-1 assumptions to reduce the number of
parameters per language. This efficient factorization scheme is
proved to be effective in two multilingual settings with 7 and 27
languages, reducing the word error rates by 26% and 27% rel.
for two popular architectures LSTM and Transformer, respectively.
Index Terms: speech recognition, multilingual, transformer,
lstm, weight factorization, weight decomposition

1. Introduction
Multilingual modeling has been an important topic in applying
sequence-to-squence models to language applications ranging
from machine translation [1, 2] to automatic speech recognition
(ASR) [3]. It is possible to employ one single neural model for
multiple datasets with different languages with the goal of capturing the shared features between the languages. This method
has been widely used to help under-resourced languages benefiting from the knowledge acquired from the richer counterparts.
It is noticeable that the recent multilingual neural models
are based on a semi-shared mechanism in which the largest
body of the network architecture is exposed to all languages,
while a smaller weight subset provides a language specific bias.
This was shown to be more effective in a multilingual scenario
than fully sharing the whole network[1, 2] since each language
has certain unique features, and the single architecture often
struggles to handle a variety of languages [4].
There are two main drawbacks that are typically presented
in the existing implementations of the semi-shared mechanism.
On the one hand, the implementations often depends heavily on
a certain architecture being popular at the time, and the given
improvement is going to be diminished when a new architecture evolves. For example, the language-specifically biased attention [5] modified the self-attention architecture [6] specifically based on the assumption that each language can benefit
from a bias added to the attention scores. On the other hand,
the language-dependent components might require a considerable amount of parameters and struggles to scale to the num-

ber of languages. For example, the language adapters added to
the Transformer layers [7] are essentially feed-forward neural
network layers being similar to the counterpart already in the
shared Transformer body. A scenario with 20 languages consequently generates hundreds of these layers accounting for a
large amount of parameters to be optimized.
In this work, we propose a multilingual architecture using
a factorization scheme that is both effective and highly scalable
with the number of languages involved. Moreover, this scheme
is applicable to any neural architectures as long as matrix-vector
multiplication is the dominant operation. The key idea of our
work is that each weight matrix in the shared architecture can
be factorized into a shared component and multiple additive
and multiplicative language dependent components. While each
language is assigned with extra weights to learn distinctive features, simplicity and scalability are achieved by further representing those weights into as a rank-1 matrix, thus can be factored into two vectors. This method is demonstrated to be computational friendly with a minimal overhead and can be applied
to a arbitrary neural architecture.
Subsequently, this weight factorization method is then evaluated on two different scenarios: one with 7 languages having
similar amounts of data, and one with 27 languages with various
extremely low resource data. The method is implemented on
two commonly used architectures: Long Short-Term Memories
(LSTM) and Transformers which show that both types of networks can benefit by weight factorization in multilingual ASR.
The reduction of error rate can be up to 47% rel. in the case
of low-resource languages such as Japanese1 and 15.5% rel. on
average with the moderately sized languages.

2. Methodology
A neural speech-to-text model transforms a source speech input with N frames X = x1 , x2 , . . . , xN into a target text sequence with M tokens Y = y1 , y2 , . . . , yM . The encoder transforms the speech input into higher level feature vectors hX
1...N .
The decoder jointly learns to generate the output distribution
oi based on the previous target tokens y1 , y2 , . . . , yi−1 while
looking for the relevant inputs from the input via the attention
mechanism [8, 6].

hX
1...N = EN CODER(x1 . . . xN )

(2)

ci = ATTENTION(hYi , h1...N )

(3)

oi = SOFTMAX(ci + hYi )
yi+1 = sample(oi )
1 Error
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hYi = DECODER(yi , y1...i−1 )

is measured in characters error rate here.

(4)
(5)
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Notably, there is a large variety of model architectures that
implement this encoder-decoder design. The core networks
in the encoder and decoder range from LSTM [9], convolution/TDNN [10, 11] to self-attention [12] or even a mix of the
above [?]
The universal multilingual framework [1, 2] employs a single model to learn on a joint training dataset containing multiple languages, which is different than the predating multi-way
encoder-decoder approach [13].

that W̄ = rs⊤ which reduces the number of parameters from
Din × Dout to Din + Dout .
One drawback in this method is the lacking representational
power of Rank-1 matrices. One solution is to modify the factorization into using k vectors per language so that there are
k independent weight factors followed by a summation, which
increases the rank of the additional weight matrices.
W̄ =

2.1. Multilingual weight composition

k
X

r i s⊤
i

(16)

i

It can be seen that, the common ground of the aforementioned
architectures is the usage of linear combinations of lower level
features X ∈ RD which can be expressed as the matrix multiplication between input X and a weight matrix W . For example, the LSTM contains four different projections for its forget,
input, output gates and candidate content [14], as can be seen in
Equation 6.
ft = sigmoid(Wf⊤x Xt + Wf⊤h Ht−1 + bf )

(6)

⊤
⊤
it = sigmoid(Wix
Xt + Wih
Ht−1 + bi )

(7)

⊤
⊤
ĉt = tanh(Wcx
Xt + Wch
Ht−1 + bc )

(8)

⊤
⊤
ot = sigmoid(Wox
Xt + Woh
Ht−1 + bo )

(9)

Similarly, the main components of the Transformer layers
are self-attention layers and feed-forward layers. While the latter are fundamentally two layers of linear projections, the former is also comprised of linear projections that generate queries
Q, keys K and values V from the input X:

2.3. Computational cost
The factorization above is applied to both WM L and WBL
to ensure that the dominated force is still the shared weights,
while each language at k = 1 is characterized by an additional
Din +Dout
amount of weights. In a typical network architecture
Din ×Dout
with Din and Dout being typically 512−2048, this amounts for
0.1 − 0.3 percents of the total network’s weights per language,
therefore scalable to hundreds.
On the time complexity, the amount of extra computation
comes from generating the combinatory weight W from WS
and the multiplicative/bias terms WM L and WBL . Fortunately,
this overhead coming from element-wise multiplication and addition is rather small compared to the matrix multiplication.
More importantly, it is possible to utilize the optimized implementation of the original network2 which minimizes the computational requirements of our approach.
On the same subject, [15] proved that W does not have to be
explicitly computed, but their approach required to rewrite the
graph operation for the core networks in popular deep learning
frameworks.

Q = WQ⊤ X

(10)

3. Related works and Comparison

⊤
K = WK
X

(11)

In the world of speech recognition, training a single recognizer
for multiple languages is not a thematic stranger [3] from Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based models [17, 18], hybrid models [19] to end-to-end neural based models with CTC [20, 21]
or sequence-to-sequence models [22, 5, 23, 24, 25, 26], with
the last approach being inspired by the success of multilingual
machine translation [1, 2]. The literature especially mentions
the merits of disclosing the language identity (when the utterance is supposed to belong to a single language) to the model,
whose architecture is designed to incorporate the language information.
One of the manifestations is language gating from either
language embeddings [21] or language codes [20, 27] that aim
at selecting a subset of the neurons in the network hidden layer.
In our current approach, this effect can be achieved by factorizing further Equation 15 [15]:

V = WV⊤ X

(12)

Self Att(X) = sof tmax(QK ⊤ )V

(13)

The main idea here is that each matrix multiplication Y =
W T X in the multilingual model can be decomposed into a
function of shared weights WS and additional language dependent weights WM L and WBL
Y = (WS · WM L + WBL )⊤ X

(14)

⊤
= (WS · WM L )⊤ X + WBL
X

(15)

Here the added weights include the first multiplicative term
WM L that directly change the magnitude and direction of the
shared weights WS and the biased term WBL provides the network with a content-based bias depending on the input features
X. Each language maintains a distinctive set of WM L and
WBL so that the whole architecture is semi-shared.
2.2. Factorization
There is, however, an obstacle that both WM L and WBL require
to be the same size with WS , which makes the language dependent weights dominate the shared weights, while the intuition is
the opposite. Fortunately, it is possible to use rank-1 matrices
W̄ ∈ RDin ×Dout that can be factorized into vectors [15, 16],
for example with two vectors r ∈ RDin and s ∈ RDout such

⊤
Y = (WS · WM L )⊤ X + WBL
X

(17)

⊤
⊤ ⊤
= (WS · (rm s⊤
m ) X + (ra sa ) X

(18)

⊤
= (WS⊤ (X · sm ) · rm ) + (ra s⊤
a) X

(19)

In Equation 17, the multiplicative matrix WM L is factorized by two vectors rm and sm . The left hand size of Equation 19 shows us that the those vectors can be learned to gate
the input vector X and the output of the linear projection
2 such
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(WS⊤ (X · sm ). This intuition also suggested us to initialize rm and sm to one-vectors similarly to normalization techniques [28, 29]. Since layer normalization often comes before
the linear projection layers in Transformers, this scheme also
helps our model to generalize to assigning to each language a
different normalization scale and variance [30].
On the other hand, the right hand side of Equation 19 gives
us the bias to the linear projection which has been used in either
language embeddings [31] and customized attention layers with
language biases [5].
A different line of research involves using language
code [20] to differentiate language coming from a separate classifier. The language code is often trained separately and then
mixed into the ASR architecture later [27] giving the lingual
bias. Our method can provide a similar effect with end-to-end
training and without architectural modification. The advantage
of this method is to exploit unlabeled (transcript-wise) data to
gather language-specific information.
Architecture wise, [7] makes the network language aware
using language-dependently adaptive feed-forward layers at the
end of each Transformer block. While this method is able to
be effective in translation [32] and speech recognition scenarios [5], it requires a considerable amount of parameters per language3 and probably becomes incompatible with future architectures because it is specifically designed for Transformers.
The closest to our work is the parameter generator [4] that
composes a weight matrix W ∈ RDin ×Dout using a shared tensor WS ∈ RDin ×Dout ×DL and a language embedding vector
L ∈ RDL . The main disadvantage with that approach is that the
amount of parameters linearly scales in the size of the language
embedding DL , and the whole body of parameters participates
in every language. Our initial experiments cannot produce a
reasonable result for a straight comparison, partly because the
memory is quickly overwhelmed by the number of parameters.
For a larger context, weight factorization has been investigated to generate distinguishable yet cheaper copies of an existing network to allow for economical ensembles [15], Bayesian
networks [33] or continual learning without catastrophe forgetting [16]. Similar ideas to use different weights for different
languages have been investigated early on by [34].

4. Experiments

of training data. The second scenario later expands to a total of
27 languages of more origin and diversity.
4.2. Model and Training description
The experiments are conducted with two model architectures,
two of which are commonly used in end-to-end speech recognition [38]: a) LSTM-based encoder-decoder networks [39] in
which the LSTMs have 1024 hidden units and the encoder is
downsampled using two 3 × 3-filter convolutional layers, and
b) Transformer networks [6] with relative attention [40] with
weight factorization for this multilingual setup. For the Transformer, we use the Transformer-Big configurations in [6] with
model size 1024 but with 16 encoder layers with stochastic
layer dropout with the same setting as in [12].
All models are trained on single GPU by grouping a maximum 45, 000 frames per mini-batch5 , and the gradients are updated every 16 mini-batches with adaptive scheduling in [6] using the base learning rate 1.5 and 4, 096 warm-up steps. The inputs are masked with SpecAugmentation [39]. Given the large
configuration, we train all models up to 150, 000 updates or
up to 2 weeks. It is notable that the factorized versions have
minimal overhead which results in a 10 percent training speed
reduction, while the adapter method requires at least 33% more
time.
4.3. Baseline models
The comparison in the upcoming result section involves two
previous works that were re-implemented. First, the language
embedding was concatenated to the speech features and word
embeddings at the encoder and decoder respectively which was
used in [31]. Second, the language dependent adapters [7] were
used. In this case, we use adapters in the form of feed-forward
networks with 1, 024 neurons in the hidden layer. While theoretically the language embedding is a subset of our factorized
network because the former is essentially a small set of weights
dedicated for each language, the adapter network is fundamentally different because it requires extra layers, adding depths
and nonlinearity levels to the overall architecture, while our
factorization scheme keeps the interaction between inputs and
weights unchanged.
4.4. Experiments with 7 languages

4.1. Datasets
The effects of the weight factorization methods are measured on datasets publicly available including Mozilla Common Voice [35] containing up to 27 languages, Euronews [36]
and Europarl-ST [37] having 4 and 9 languages respectively.
The preprocessing steps include converting audio into 40dimensional feature frames, and generating BPE for each language with 256 codes each. Only Japanese and Chinese are
handled at character level4 . All of the three mentioned datasets
come with the predefined validation and test partition, which
are used in our experiments.
Two experimental scenarios are investigated in our work:
initially we work on a set of 7 European languages: German
(de), Italian (it), Spanish (es), Dutch (nl), French (fr), Polish
(pl) and Portuguese (pt) each of which contain at least 60 hours
3 Each feed-forward component accounts for around 25% the
amount of parameters of each encoder block.
4 Our initial experiments with joined BPE gave worse results for the
27-language dataset

The word error rates for each language using two baseline models (with Transformer (TF) and LSTM), their factorized versions and the TF with adapter [7] are shown in Table 1. Averaged over the 7 languages, the error rate is reduced by 15.5%
and 7.2% rel. for the Transformer and LSTM respectively,
and the improvement is significant across languages, unlike the
Adapter technique which manages to reduce the error rate for 4
languages but is not better for the other languages.
Regarding the number of parameters, the Transformer and
its factorized variation has twice as many parameters as the
LSTMs, thus possibly explaining the improvement regarding
performance. While this seems to contradicts the large number
of parameters for the ADT model that needs 42% more space
than the factorized TF, the ADT actually adds more depth (2
per TF block). This is a significant change to the architecture
because with layer normalization, all languages share the same
layer mean and variance at each level, while this is not changed
with the adapter.
5 speech inputs are often longer than their transcriptions, so grouping
mini-batches by frames is more efficient
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4.5. Experiments with 27 languages
Under this condition, the factorization method maintains the improvement across all languages, with overall 26% rel. WER reduction in average for Transformer and 27.2% rel. for LSTM,
as summarized in Table 2. Importantly, the factorized models
are effective while using only 15% more parameters, while the
ADT Transformer needs almost 1 billion parameters to achieve
a 21.2% rel. improvement, due to each language requiring 2
more layers per block.
While the most resourceful languages such as German, Italian, Spanish and French observe the similar improvement compared to the 7-language experiment, the lower resource counterparts are often improved significantly compared to the baseline, regardless of the model architecture. The error rates on
Japanese and Latvian testsets were decreased by 48% rel. compared to the base Transformer, and multiple languages were
improved by 30% rel. including Arabic, Br, Cnh, Cv and Ta.
The only language that remains a relative high error rate is
Dhivehi, in this case staying over 60% regardless of the architecture. One explanation for the large improvements regarding
lower resource languages is that, the language weights are only
learned to optimize for those particular languages, while the
shared weights are frequently changed attempting to optimize
all different language/task losses. This problem is often alleviated using learnable and weighted sampling [41] to help the
gradients remain stable for the less frequently visited languages.
A direct comparison between two Transformer variations
shows that the factorization is consistently better in 21 languages and the adapters yielded better results in 6, given the
same time and computational constraints. While it is also possible for the adapters to obtain better performances by longer
training, the presented results provide evidences that our proposed factorization scheme is able to outperform both the baseline and the deeper language adapter network without extensive
tuning and with reasonable resources.
Table 1: Comparison on the 7-language dataset (WER↓). Our
baseline models include the Transformers (TF), LSTM and their
factorized (FTR) variations respectively. The last column is the
Transformer with Adapter (ADT) [7].
Language

TF

+FTR

LSTM

+FTR

ADT

# Params

335M

350M

167M

172M

497M

de
es
fr
it
nl
pl
pt

15.78
16.06
17.34
18.62
26.61
20.4
25.8

14.62
13.47
16.26
15.82
22.33
15.7
19.3

15.75
14.66
17.35
16.65
24.18
16.39
23.21

15.53
14.09
16.44
15.63
22.57
15.28
19.49

14.71
14.81
16.76
17.58
31.84
20.65
25.19

Mean

20.08

16.97

18.31

17.00

20.2

Table 2: Comparison on the 27-language dataset. The models
being shown include Transformers (TF), LSTM (TF) and their
factorized versions (FTR). WER↓ .
Language

TF

+FTR

LSTM

+FTR

ADT

# Params

355M

416M

177M

194M

980M

(ar)
(br)
(cnh)
(cv)
(de)
(dv)
(es)
(et)
(fr)
(ia)
(id)
(it)
(ja)
(lv)
(ky)
(mn)
(nl)
(pl)
(pt)
(ro)
(sah)
(sl)
(ta)
(tr)
(tt)
(zh)

26.2
51.85
52
53.88
16.89
71.63
16.05
33.95
18.61
49.86
28.78
20.76
39.17
66.17
22.08
42.03
27.54
21.81
25.16
39.39
57.47
49.73
33.1
6.04
24.96
24.05

17.81
34.69
38.33
33.11
15.62
63.72
14.53
30.43
17.24
33.24
17.28
18
20.44
34.3
17.17
35.03
23.75
17.8
21.38
32.15
50.47
22.01
22.34
5.16
22.12
22.53

28.73
71.53
62.19
61.61
19.89
80.18
18.41
39.63
20.86
48.39
32.9
21.99
38.92
66.66
18.68
46.42
29.44
19.92
27.13
34.7
69.04
48.92
18.87
4.99
38.03
33.01

20.02
40.49
36.59
39.6
16.59
64.82
14.82
34.26
17.43
31.96
20.22
18.07
23.79
37.93
21.46
38.5
23.93
17.19
21.37
26.73
49.2
29.66
28
8.29
24.07
23.54

16.56
40.21
55.18
38.40
16.35
65.23
15.27
28.12
17.87
42.40
22.79
19.60
27.55
43.57
12.86
34.12
28.30
18.75
22.82
41.71
55.27
20.77
16.36
2.40
21.83
25.99

Mean

35.4

26.2

38.5

28.0

27.78

investigate the usage in a code-mixing scenario and incorporating unlabeled data for language-specific feature learning.
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Abstract
Neural sequence-to-sequence automatic speech recognition
(ASR) systems are in principle open vocabulary systems, when
using appropriate modeling units. In practice, however, they often fail to recognize words not seen during training, e.g., named
entities, numbers or technical terms. To alleviate this problem,
[1] proposed to supplement an end-to-end ASR system with
a word/phrase memory and a mechanism to access this memory to recognize the words and phrases correctly. In this paper
we study, a) methods to acquire important words for this memory dynamically and, b) the trade-off between improvement in
recognition accuracy of new words and the potential danger of
false alarms for those added words. We demonstrate significant
improvements in the detection rate of new words with only a
minor increase in false alarms (F1 score 0.30 → 0.80), when
using an appropriate number of new words. In addition, we
show that important keywords can be extracted from supporting
documents and used effectively.
Index Terms: speech recognition, one-shot learning, new-word
learning

1. Introduction
Neural sequence-to-sequence systems deliver state-of-the-art
performance for automatic speech recognition (ASR). When using appropriate modeling units, e.g., byte-pair encoded characters, these systems are in principle open vocabulary systems.
In practice, however, they often fail to recognize words not
seen during training, e.g., named entities, numbers or technical
terms.
To alleviate this problem, [1] proposed to supplement an
end-to-end ASR system with a word/phrase memory and a
mechanism to access this memory to recognize the words and
phrases correctly. After the training of the ASR system, and
when it has already been deployed, a relevant word can be added
or subtracted instantly without the need for further training.
This is achieved by, a) a memory-attention layer which predicts the availability and location of relevant information in the
memory, and b) a memory-entry-attention layer which extracts
the information of a memory entry.
In this paper we study, a) methods to acquire specialized
words for this memory and, b) the trade-off between improvement in recognition accuracy of new words and the potential
danger of false alarms for those added words. Therefore, we
extensively evaluate this system in an online low-latency setup.
The ASR model described above outputs uncased text without punctuation. Therefore, we run a casing and punctuation
model afterwards which reconstructs the casing of each word
and inserts the punctuation. This model consists of a transformer encoder [2, 3] which is run after the beam-search and

outputs for each word if the word should be uppercased and if
any punctuation should be emitted after the word or not.
To use the model in an online low-latency setup [4], we do
the following: The model waits for a chunk of acoustic frames
with at least a predetermined duration to arrive. Then beam
search is run with this input chunk. The beams (called unstable
hypotheses) are then given to a stability detection component
which returns a stable hypothesis, e.g. the common prefix of all
hypotheses. After that, the part of audio corresponding to the
stable hypothesis is cut out (via an alignment) and the model
waits for more audio frames.

2. Experiments and Results
We extended the model proposed in [1] with the ability to correctly do the casing of the new words supplied through the new
words list. This is done by adapting the casing and punctuation model by using internals of the ASR model, namely the
attention over the memory entries. For each word the beamsearch has outputted, all the predicted memory entries (from
the memory-attention layers) are compared with the word. If
there is a match, the casing from the new words list is taken.
Therefore, whenever a new word is recognized by the model,
the correct casing from the new words list is outputted.
Furthermore, we evaluate the system in two different scenarios: First, when an operator adds new words to the system,
and second, when new words are extracted from other sources,
e.g. slides.
2.1. Data
For the first scenario, we use eight talks from the ELITR testset
[5] with a total length of 3.7 hours. For the second scenario, we
use ten talks from the EMNLP 2020 conference1 with a total
length of 1.6 hours. Along with the EMNLP talks, the papers
and the slides of the talks are available. The text from the papers (excluding the references) is extracted with pdftotext2 , the
text from the slides is extracted with Tesseract3 , since we only
had access to screenshots of the slides. We also cleaned the
transcripts of all talks from typos, so that they could serve as a
reliable reference.
2.2. Extraction of the New Words List
We tried different methods to extract a list of new words from
the document, and we ended up taking all the words of the document which are not in the training data of the ASR model.
1 https://2020.emnlp.org
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pdftotext
3 https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/tesseract
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Figure 1: Recall and precision for the evaluation of the memory
ASR-worker on the ELITR testset.

Figure 2: mWER and F1-score for the evaluation of the memory
ASR-worker on the ELITR testset.

This method is simple and performed well when looking at the
output words4 . For example in the talk rehm long,5 we have
extracted the following list of new words: pipelining, Friem,
iAnnotate, MQM, LSPs, eServices, semantification, Aljoscha,
Cortana, workflows, DFKI, annotating, NLP.
With this method, we extracted 134 terms from the ELITR
testset reference transcripts, 148 from the EMNLP testset reference transcripts, 865 from the EMNLP papers and 584 from the
EMNLP slides. Note that, in contrast to the new-words testset
in [1], the list of new words is created automatically and might
differ from a list of new or rare words a human might select.

Dependent on the approach used (x axis in Figures 1 and 2),
either an empty list of new words (Empty), i.e. the baseline, or
the full list of new words (Oracle) is used. For the approaches “*
af. occ.” and “* be. occ.”, a new word is added to the list of new
words after the first occurrence or before the first occurrence of
that word, respectively. These two approaches simulate an operator correcting the output and either the corrected segment is
reevaluated or not. The first condition reflects the case when
the operator can quickly react to errors but cannot fix them once
the segment has been shipped, the second condition represents
the situation when either the shipping is delayed a little to give
the operator a chance to introduce the correction, or when the
overall system setup allows updating previous outputs. The second situation is common e.g. in re-translating systems such as
ELITR [6].
Furthermore, we noticed, that sometimes false positives occurred, i.e. a word in the new words list is confused with a
common word and outputted even though it is not in the audio and the reference transcript at that point. In the approaches
marked with “* ext. *”, we therefore extended the list of new
words and added these common words also to the new words
list. This should help the model to distinguish between the
common word and the new word. These approaches simulate

2.3. Evaluation with the Help of an Operator
In this scenario, we evaluate the system, when the list of new
words is extracted from the reference transcript (Oracle). This
simulates an operator introducing new misrecognized words in
the memory. We use eight talks of the ELITR testset for the
evaluation.
4 Furthermore this method is very effective in finding errors in the
transcript.
5 https://github.com/ELITR/elitr-testset/tree/
master/documents/rehm-language-technologies
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Figure 3: Recall and precision for the evaluation of the memory
ASR-worker on the EMNLP testset.

an operator adding common words to the memory when a false
positive is observed.
The mWER segmenter [7] is used to align the output segments with the reference segments. In Figures 1 and 2, we can
see the results. The recall, precision and F1 score is measured
on the new words. The baseline model with empty memory
performs poorly. For the other approaches, we see that it certainly helps to add the new word before the occurrence. The
approaches with extended memory list produce substantially
fewer false positives with the approach “Oracle ext. be. occ.”
reaching an F1 score of 0.80 ± 0.02. Furthermore, we see that
all approaches have similar word error rates (mWER) suggesting that the word error rate is not an appropriate measure for
evaluating if important words are correctly recognized. Note
that the talks are challenging and the transcript is not very clean
and therefore the word error rates are relatively high.
We noticed that the performance of the ASR worker when
used in online low-latency mode is not deterministic. This happens because the packets of audio are sent over the network
and they can, dependent on the network latency, arrive earlier
or later. Therefore, when the predetermined duration of audio
is reached, the model can start processing a slightly smaller or
longer audio input sequence. Thus, as described above, the stable hypothesis found by the stability detection is not deterministic and therefore the same holds true for the ASR output. Therefore, we report mean and standard deviation performance over
16 runs as shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 4: mWER and F1-score for the evaluation of the memory
ASR-worker on the EMNLP testset.

2.4. Evaluation with Additional Sources
In this scenario, we evaluate the system when the list of new
words is extracted from additional sources. We conducted experiments on ten talks from the EMNLP 2020 conference. The
list of new words was extracted from the paper or the slides
(with optical character recognition), respectively, with the same
method described above. For the approach “Curr. slides”, the
new words list was extracted from the previous, current and the
upcoming slide.
In Figures 3 and 4, we see similar results for the approaches
that were already evaluated on the ELITR testset (e.g. F1 scores
of 0.66 ± 0.01 vs. 0.65 ± 0.02 for the oracle approaches). For
the approaches “Paper” and “* slides”, we evaluate the performance on all the new words of the transcript and on the new
words of the transcript intersected with the new words from the
source. We differentiate between these two evaluation methods
to show the effect of the new uttered word being actually available in the source or not. The performance on the new words
of the approach “Paper” is not much worse than the oracle approach (F1 scores of 0.66 ± 0.01 vs. 0.56 ± 0.01), especially
when considering the evaluation only of new words present in
the paper (0.63 ± 0.01), compared to an F1 score of 0.09 ± 0.00
for the approach “Empty”.
The performance when extracting the new words list from
the slides is worse when evaluating on all new words from the
transcript, possibly due to the used optical character recogni-
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Figure 5: Evaluation of the memory ASR-worker on the tedlium
testset with a large number of random words from the training
dataset in the memory.

tion. When evaluating only on new words present in the slides,
the performance is better than the corresponding approach of
extracting the new words from the paper. Combining the new
words from the paper and the slides did not yield improvements.
The word error rate (mWER) stays almost the same for all approaches, however one can see that for the approaches with
many words in the memory, the word error rate is a bit higher.
We investigate this phenomenon further in section 2.5.
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